sound level meter, with the headphones placed over a G. R. A. S. (RA0039) artificial ear simulator. The sound intensity was kept constant across participants.
To maximise generalizability, a research randomiser (Urbaniak & Plous, 2013 ) was used to create 4 versions of the experiment; across versions, different combinations of faces and voices were encountered in same identity and different identity trials. Each of the 18 stimulus faces and voices only appeared once in a version, so each version consisted of 18 trials in total. There were 9 same identity trials, and 9 different identity trials. On different identity trials, both stimuli were matched for sex. Although the order of trials was always different, each individual trial (within a version) was the same.
Procedure. The participants were randomly allocated to one of the 4 versions of the experiment. The procedure used in Experiment 1 is illustrated in Figure 1 . Participants saw a face and heard a voice presented simultaneously. The face-voice combination was presented for 2 s. After the combination had been presented, the participants were instructed to press '1' if they thought the face and voice belonged to the same identity, and '0' if they thought they were from different identities. The response buttons were not counterbalanced across participants because assigning responses in this way is intuitive. Whilst '1' corresponds to a positive response (i.e. identifying a match), '0' corresponds to identifying no match. The participants used the digit keys ('0' and '1') that appear horizontally above the letter keys.
They were instructed to press '1' with their left index finger and '0' with their right index finger. No time pressure was imposed while they made this decision.
[ 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 2013, Smith et al., 2016b) . In order that both participants and stimuli could be treated as random effects, the data were analysed using multilevel models. This is the most appropriate analysis because it takes into account the variability associated with individual performance as well as different face and voice stimuli. This is superior to the common alternative of undertaking separate by-participant and by-item analyses (see Raaijmakers, 2003; Raaijmakers, Schrijnemakers, & Gremmen, 1999) . The main advantages of multilevel modelling are that it avoids aggregating data (see Wells, Baguley, Sergeant & Dunn, 2013; Smith et al., 2016a Smith et al., , 2016b and reduces the probability of committing a Type 1 error (Clark, 1973; Baguley, 2012; Judd, Westfall & Kenny, 2012) .
The traditional approach to signal detection involves partitioning same-different data into hits, false alarms, misses and correct rejections. For each participant, an aggregate measure of accuracy would be calculated, and statistics performed on these values. This not appropriate with the current set of data, where it was necessary to avoid aggregation (Wright, Horry & Skagerberg, 2009 ). We took the hit rate (accuracy on same identity trials) and true negative rate (accuracy on different identity trials) as respective measures of sensitivity and specificity. The observed accuracy across same identity and different identity trials was compared against chance level performance (50%) in order to separate the signal from the noise. To measure the response bias, the percentage of same identity responses across all trials was compared against chance level.
Results
The overall accuracy (panel A) and the overall pattern of responses (panel B) for Experiment 1 (0 s ISI) are illustrated in Figure 2 by the left-most data points in each panel.
This figure also presents data from Experiment 2 (5 s ISI) and Experiment 3 (10 s ISI).
[ 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 Matching accuracy. Overall accuracy was above chance level, M = 60.7%, 95% CI [54.6, 66.5] . The matching accuracy analysis was conducted using multilevel logistic regression with the lme4 version 1.06 package in R (Bates, Maechler, Bolker & Walker, 2014) . Two nested models were compared, and both were fitted using restricted maximum likelihood. The dependent variable was accuracy (0 or 1). The first model included a single intercept, and the second model included the main effect of identity. Setting up the model in this way involves testing for individual effects in a similar way to t-tests or ANOVA.
However, in all 3 experiments we report likelihood ratio tests provided by lme4 because these are generally more robust. In Experiment 1, the likelihood ratio test was obtained by dropping the null model from the main effect model. This revealed a significant effect of identity (b = 1.184, SE = 0.232, G 2 = 28.437, p<.001). In the main effect model the estimate of SD of the face random effect was 0.127 while for voice it was 0.142. The estimated SD for the participant effect was less than 0.001. A similar pattern held for the null model. Variability associated with the stimuli was much greater than variability at the level of individual differences. Figure 3 shows the means and 95% confidence intervals for accuracy (%) in both conditions. Confidence intervals were obtained by simulating the posterior distributions of cell means in R (arm package, version 1.6) (Gelman & Su, 2013 , 2002; Mavica & Barenholtz, 2013; Smith et al., 2016a Smith et al., , 2016b . Higher accuracy on same identity than different identity trials is consistent with previous studies using a same-different face-voice matching procedure (Smith et al., 2016a) . In line with predictions informed by the results of Smith et al. (2016a Smith et al. ( , 2016b , there was an overall bias to respond same identity when the face and voice were presented simultaneously.
Experiment 2
In Experiment 2, we used a same-different procedure (as in Experiment 1), but this time the face and the voice were separated by 5 s. An interval of 5 s is likely to be the absolute temporal limit of high-capacity sensory storage, the point at which auditory and visual information could reasonably be expected to have transferred to the lower capacity short-term memory store (Glanzer & Cunitz, 1966; Lu, et al., 1992; Sligte et al., 2008 Sligte et al., , 2009 Treisman, 1964; Wickelgren, 1969) .
Experiment 2 also differed from Experiment 1 in that we included a manipulation of stimulus presentation order. Previous sequential face-voice matching studies have either presented the face first (visual-auditory (V-A) condition) or the voice first (auditory-visual (A-V) condition) (Kamachi et al., 2003; Lachs & Pisoni, 2004a , 2004b Lander et al., 2007; Smith et al., 2016a Smith et al., , 2016b . Although an effect of order has never been detected in terms of sensitivity (Kamachi et al., 2003; Lachs & Pisoni, 2004a , 2004b Lander et al., 2007; Smith et al., 2016a Smith et al., , 2016b , people do seem to exhibit more of a bias to respond same identity when the face is presented first (V-A condition) (Smith et al., 2016a) .
Possible order effects warrant further investigation, particularly when including intervals of an unprecedented duration (>1 s). The rationale for manipulating the order of voice asymmetries in terms of speech information, but it is also possible that differential memory for faces and voices will affect performance when the ISI is longer than 1 s. Voices are less well remembered (Stevenage, Hugill & Lewis, 2012; , and more sensitive to interference (Stevenage, Howland & Tippelt, 2011) than faces. Therefore, it might be the case that performance is less accurate in the A-V condition when it is necessary to remember the voice for longer than the face.
Although we are unable to derive a strong prediction about the expected outcome based on the available literature, we did not anticipate that matching accuracy would improve as the interval increased to 5 s. Rather, if accurate face-voice matching relies on the ability to compare highly detailed representations of faces and voices, the accuracy levels observed in Experiment 1 are likely to be compromised when there is an ISI of 5 s. If the bias to respond same identity only operates when faces and voices are presented within a short temporal window, it is possible that overall same identity responses will diminish towards chance level.
Method
Apart from the following exceptions, the methods were identical to Experiment 1.
Design. The study employed a 2 x 2 within subject factorial design. The factors were identity (same or different) and order (visual to auditory (V-A) or auditory to visual (A-V)).
For the matching accuracy analysis, the dependent variable was accuracy. For the matching response analysis, the dependent variable was a same identity response.
Participants. There were 24 participants (22 females and 2 males), with an age range of 18 to 35 years (M = 19.8, SD = 3.7). None had taken part in previous face-voice matching experiments undertaken in our lab. Apparatus and materials. In Experiment 2, we used identical experiment versions to Experiment 1. As previous results indicate that some people look and sound more similar than others (Smith et al., 2016b) , it was important to avoid confounds relating to new stimulus combinations.
Procedure. There were two counterbalanced experimental blocks. Each consisted of a practice trial, followed by 8 randomly ordered experimental trials. The procedure is illustrated in Figure 4 . In the V-A block, participants saw the face first, and in A-V block they heard the voice first. All of the stimuli were presented for 2 s, and there was a 5 s ISI. In each trial, participants pressed '1' if they thought the face and voice belonged to the same identity, and '0' if they thought they belonged to different identities. They were not allowed to make a decision until they had seen both stimuli, and no time pressure was imposed.
[ Experiment 1, the matching accuracy analysis was conducted using multilevel logistic regression. The dependent variable was accuracy (0 or 1). There were 2 factors, so 3 nested models were compared: the first model included a single intercept, the second model included the main effects (identity and order), and the third model added the two-way interactions. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 the face random effect was 0.352 while for voice stimulus it was 0.303. The estimated SD for the participant effect was less than 0.313. A similar pattern was observed in the null model. Table 1 shows that there was a significant main effect of identity and a significant interaction between identity and order.
[ TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE]
The cell means and 95% confidence intervals for matching accuracy in each condition are shown in Figure 5 . The main effect of identity reveals that the hit rate, M = 65.0%, 95%
CI [56.3, 72 .9], was reliably higher than the true negative rate, M = 49.4%, 95% CI [40.5, 58
.6]. The interaction between identity and order reflects less of a difference between the true positive rate (same identity trials) and the true negative rate (different identity trials) in the A-V condition (panel B) than in the V-A condition (panel A).
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Experiment 3
In Experiment 3 we investigated face-voice matching performance with a longer ISI.
When there is a 10 s ISI, the first stimulus should be well beyond the range of echoic and iconic memory by the time the second stimulus is presented (Coltheart, 1980; Glanzer & Cunitz, 1966; Lu et al., 1992; Neisser, 1967; Sligte et al., 2008 Sligte et al., , 2009 Sperling, 1960; Treisman, 1964; Wickelgren, 1969) . Our interpretation of the results of Experiment 2 informed our hypothesis that overall accuracy would deteriorate to chance level, and that there would be no bias to accept a face and voice as belonging to the same person.
Method
Apart from the following exceptions, the methods were identical to Experiment 2.
Participants. There were 24 participants (22 females and 2 males), with an age range of 18 to 45 years (M = 23.6, SD = 8.0). Procedure. The ISI was 10 s.
Results
These data were analysed using the same methods as Experiment 2. The overall accuracy (panel A) and the overall pattern of responses (panel B) for Experiment 3 (10 s) are illustrated in Figure 2 by the right-most data points in each panel. Table 2 , as are the coefficients (b) and standard errors (on a log odds scale) (SE) for each effect in the two-way interaction model. In the two-way model the estimate of SD of the face random effect was 0.288 while for voice stimulus it was 0.391. The estimated SD for the participant effect was less than 0.001. The pattern was similar in the null model. As in Experiment 1, the variability associated with stimuli was greater than the variability at the participant level.
[ There was a main effect of identity. There was also a significant interaction between identity and order. The cell means and 95% confidence intervals for matching accuracy are shown in Figure 6 .
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As displayed in Figure 6 , the significant main effect of identity revealed that the hit 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 have decayed. Our investigation of response bias revealed that the tendency to attribute common identity to faces and voices reduces as their temporal separation increases.
The pattern of variance observed in all 3 experiments shows that people differ in the extent to which they look and sound similar. Indeed, in Experiments 1 and 3, the variance associated with the face and voice stimuli was much greater than that associated with individual differences in matching performance. These results of the multilevel modelling analysis replicate those of Smith et al. (2016b) , and support the explanation that characteristics of stimulus sets help to explain previous contradictions in the literature (Kamachi et al., 2003; Krauss et al., 2002; Lachs & Pisoni, 2004a; Mavica & Barenholtz, 2013; Smith et al., 2016a) . Future face-voice matching studies using other stimulus sets should also employ multilevel modelling (Baguley, 2012; Judd et al., 2012) .
In Experiments 1 and 3, the multilevel modelling analysis showed that the SD of the participant random effect was minimal (<0.001). In Experiment 2 it was larger (0.313),
indicating that the participants were not responding uniformly to the stimuli in each trial.
Characteristics such as the participants' age and gender did not appreciably differ across groups in Experiments 2 and 3, but it is feasible that the increased level of variance is attributable to individual differences in sensory memory. By 5 seconds, detailed representations may persist in some but not other people's echoic (Glanzer & Cuniz, 1966; Treisman, 1964; Wickelgren, 1969; Lu, Williamson & Kaufman, 1992) or iconic memory (Sligte et al., 2008; . 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 explained below, performance in this condition is likely to be driven by the existence of a bias to respond same identity in the V-A condition. Therefore, the overall results of Experiments 2 and 3 suggest that it is difficult to perform this task when the ISI is 5 s (Experiment 2) or 10 s (Experiments 3). It seems that access to common source identity information in static faces and voices is relatively transient. These results fit with the interpretation that above-chance matching accuracy depends on being able to compare highquality perceptual representations of static faces and voices, which are temporarily stored in echoic and iconic memory. These representations are likely to have significantly decayed after 5 s (Coltheart, 1980; Glanzer & Cunitz, 1966; Lu et al., 1992; Neisser, 1967; Sligte et al., 2008 Sligte et al., , 2009 Sperling, 1960; Treisman, 1964; Wickelgren, 1969) .
The overall matching accuracy results should be considered in terms of social functioning. During social interactions involving a number of individuals, faces and voices belonging to the same people are usually encountered at the same time. It makes sense that it is easier to accurately attribute common identity when faces and voices are presented within a short time frame. Being able to accurately link faces and voices that are significantly temporally offset would perhaps incur an unnecessary cost in terms of cognitive load. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 Taken together with the results of Smith et al. (2016a) , the results of Experiment 2 and 3 add to evidence of a stronger response bias in the V-A condition than in the A-V condition.
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